
signal hill sunset braai
A gourmet experience with a breathtaking backdrop

majestic african 
sunsets
signal hill, with the distinctive shape of a lion’s rump, is one of the most famous spots in Cape 
Town for sundowners. Views from the 350 m high summit across the City Bowl and Table Bay are 
nothing short of spectacular. It’s a truly magnificent spot to sit peacefully and take it all in. Enjoy 
the twinkling city lights as the sun begins to set. It is also an excellent vantage point from which to 
admire the floodlights that light up the side of Table Mountain in the summer.

Signal Hill is also a prominent landmark from which the historic noon gun is fired, and forms the 
“lion’s body” for the adjacent Lion’s Head mountaintop. Signal Hill is named for its original use: the 
practice of flying signal flags to communicate with nearby ships, and later for the daily firing of 
the famous Noon Gun. The gun provides quite a startling introduction to Cape Town for first-time 
visitors. While locals simply check their watches, the gun’s distinctive boom frightens tourists and 
sends birds fluttering skywards.

Guests will arrive before sunset to enjoy the incredible views 
of the city with a glass of local bubbly in hand.  as the sun 
slowly drops below the horizon, canapes are served before   
your luxurious South African feast under the stars, where 
visitors will sample local delicacies. 

a lounge area of plush scattered carpets, comfortable 
cushions and sophisticated African decor offers guests a 
luxurious spot from which enjoy one of the most breathtaking 
views Cape Town has to offer.
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We specialise in the most unique and luxurious travel experiences 
that Cape Town has to offer. From 5 star dining and private shopping 

salons to exclusive tours and tastings. Visit our website to explore
more of our wonderfully indulgent experiences.

cost & inclusions
R13 500.00 (VaT incl) 
Minimum 6 pax

R1 100.00 (VaT incl) per additional person. 
Maximum 20 pax

includes all decor, meals, permit fees, liquor license, quality local champagne, wine and beer.

Excludes travel/charter.

Availability very limited, advance bookings encouraged.

halaal option available.
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